
We interviewed a good amount of people about London Based Tax Barristers and
collated the following findings. I trust that you find it illuminating.

Barristers can specialise in a range of different areas of the law. These are known as
“practice areas”. Interestingly, a barrister who is a specialist on the subject of tax can
provide advice on the consideration of the merits of a judicial review of the Upper
Tribunal decision to refuse to hear an appeal from the First-tier Tribunal. Competent
tax barristers can help to secure tax refunds. Every facet of life today involves tax in
some respect. It's a big source of revenue for authorities and its subject-matter is
voluminous and complex. A limited number of senior barristers receive ‘silk’ –
becoming Queen’s Counsel – as a mark of outstanding ability. They are normally
instructed in very serious or complex cases. Most senior judges once practised as
QCs. If you’ve directly briefed a barrister, you should first speak to them about the
nature and form of documents and information they require you to provide.

People using tax barristers should provide as much supporting documentation as
might be relevant (eg sets of accounts, key contracts, correspondence). Several UK
tax barristers are able to undertake tax arbitrations either as counsel or arbitrator. The
top tax barristers are very knowledgeable and have brilliant advocacy skills. They are
helpful and always on hand. Competent barristers can give counsel on sports-related
tax disputes. As you may be aware, the best Tax Barrister service can give advice in
relation to their area of knowledge.

https://mataxbarrister.com/tax-barrister/


Undertaking Litigation
Tax barristers can provide comprehensive legal and tax advice on payroll taxes and
share incentive arrangements for clients ranging from public companies to those who
may own and manage their own business. The most established tax barristers pride
themselves on providing well-thought-out advice in a manner that is timely, efficient
and reflects a clients’ business objectives. Significant changes took effect from 6
April 2017 that reduced the ‘non-dom’ tax advantages of being non-UK domiciled and
the length of time those advantages could be obtained. However, being a non-resident
still offers the highly beneficial non-dom tax status for many reasons. The top tax
barristers regularly advise on the taxation of trusts and estates, charities and
associations, and property, and are experienced advocates before the First-tier
Tribunal (Tax), the Upper Tribunal and the courts. They also act in professional liability
cases concerning tax planning. Whatever type of tax dispute you’re involved with, it is
vital to seek legal advice and representation as early as possible. This will give you
the best chance of resolving your dispute without going to court. The opinion of a
Domicile Advice service should be sort if clarification of the finer issues are required.

With a hands-on approach, tax barristers guide and support persons they act for
through what can be a difficult time for them. By managing the disclosure process
and dealing with HMRC on their behalf, they prepare a disclosure report and negotiate
settlement of the enquiry to help clients reach the end of the process with minimum
disruption. The best aspect of a tax practice is the variety of clients, subject areas and
required thought processes, and the feeling that you are helping people. Whatever
business clients are in, tax will be nothing less than a high priority. Some barristers
maintain specialist practices as sole practitioners and others are employed by
solicitors’ firms, either as part of an in-house advocacy department or generally as
part of a legal team working in a particular area of the law. Mergers and acquisitions
of businesses may involve the movement of employees from one company to another,
alongside the assets of the target company. A United Kingdom tax barrister should be
able to give advice on your current situation. Specialist assistance for Inheritance Tax
Advice should be sought whenever required.

Indirect Tax Work
There are many different types of taxes and your barrister will make you aware of
income tax, which includes national insurance contributions, and capital gains tax on
the profits of your sale of the property. Another tax is your stamp duty tax and
inheritance tax. Following its departure from the EU, the UK can now set its tax policy
as it sees fit, though this is still subject to OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development) commitments, as well as the new UK-EU Trade and
Cooperation Agreement. Some tax barristers provide tax and structuring advice for a
wide variety of international financial and business transactions, including joint
ventures, financing transactions, financial instruments, equipment leasing and project
finance. Most of the tax scandals of recent years have revolved around tax haven
secrecy being used to hide the artificial relocation of profits. Any economist knows
that fair competition requires that all the participants have available to them all the

https://mataxbarrister.com/domicile-advice/
https://mataxbarrister.com/domicile-advice/
https://mataxbarrister.com/inheritance-tax-advice/
https://mataxbarrister.com/inheritance-tax-advice/


information they need to make an informed decision. The complex and diverse nature
of taxation means that tax barristers can rapidly develop areas of specialist
knowledge. Any Pensions Advice service will not reveal what he or she has been told
to anyone else.

UK tax barristers advise upon the tax-efficient structuring of transactions as well as
more general tax planning for taxpayers ranging from large multinational companies
and groups to private individuals and estates. A tax lawyer and forensic accountant
can advise on effective policies and procedures to avoid problems before they occur.
Some barristers that specialise in the matter of tax have significant experience
advising on tax issues relating to real estate investment in office and large scale
residential and student portfolios (including capital allowances, VAT and stamp duty
land tax). Discover supplementary info appertaining to London Based Tax Barristers
on this web page.
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